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What is a Park Ranger?       
• NPS Mission: conserve the scenery the        ,   
natural and historic objects, and the wildlife, 
and to provide for the public's enjoyment of               
these features in a manner that will leave 
them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future             
generations
• Protect: the Park from people people from        ,     
the Park, people from each other
Yosemite 2009:  301 arrests, 491 EMS response, 1784 Fire hours, 242 Search and Rescues









• If Search and Rescue is an inherently spatial               
process, then:
– The application of GISystems should enhance the           
likelihood of desirable outcomes – rescue/prevent
– The study of SAR in a spatio‐temporal context can                 
contribute to GIScience
GIScience topics 
• Probabilistic time geography   
• Dynamic GIS
G hi l d• eograp c one‐c ass  ata
• Spatial uncertainty, data quality, and 
innovative uses of human geography














What is Search and Rescue? (SAR)         
• Locate
S bili• ta ze
• Extract
• Prevention?






When location is unknown     
• Point Last Seen (PLS)













Probability of Success = POA x POD
Small Search Area = Low POA Large Search Area = Low POD
X = last known point
O = current location            
***Probabilistic time geography
Lost Person Behavior Statistics for the 
















Search Boundary – 28.6 Sq. Miles       
Integrated Terrain Units   























O tiD b i f
with assignment mapsPlot GPS tracks and clues
4.5.




What is Search and Rescue? (SAR)         
• Locate




Common Operational Picture   
• Unified cartography   
• Real‐time tracking





What is Search and Rescue? (SAR)         
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What is Search and Rescue? (SAR)         
• Locate
S bili• ta ze
• Extract
• Prevention?
Preventative Search and Rescue     










What is an ideal georeference?
A numerical description of 
a place that can be         
mapped and that describes 




G id t B t P ti f G f i
Wieczorek et al 2004; Chapman and Wieczorek 2006, Guo et al 2008; Liu et al 2009





Locality Description Example Figure
F Feature “Patient fractured ankle at Columbia Point”.
 
P Path or linear 
feature 
“Patient twisted knee while on the Mist Trail
between the Steps and the top of Vernal Falls”. 
 
J Junction “Patient was found unconscious at the junction 
of the John Muir and Panorama Trail”.  
BF Between 
features or
“The missing person’s body was located 
between the Tioga Road and Gaylor Lakes  
paths







Guide to Best Practices for Georeferencing
834 of 934 incidents from 2006 – 2009 could be 
georeferenced




















for the data you collect but data have the                 
potential to be used in unforeseen ways; 
therefore the value of your data is directly,               
related to the fitness of those data for a 
variety of uses”    . 
“As data become more accessible, many more 















Jared Doke for georeferencing 934       
incidents this summer
